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DOT Enforcement of its Prohibitions on Unfair and Deceptive Practices, 2007
By Jol A. Silversmith*
When the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) was abolished in 1985, a significant portion of
its authority was transferred to the Department of Transportation (DOT). One of the most
noteworthy powers now exercised by DOT is to prohibit or regulate any “unfair or deceptive
practice or an unfair method of competition in air transportation or the sale of air transportation.”1
For more than twenty years, DOT has exercised its authority under this statute, as well as associated
regulations, to monitor and sanction practices by air carriers, travel agents, and other entities
involved in air transportation.
DOT Oversight of Air Carriers, Travel Agents, and Other Entities
DOT has several tools at its disposal for responding to an allegedly unfair and deceptive
practice, including a private warning letter; a public consent order (pursuant to which the air
carrier, agent, or other entity usually agrees to pay a fine); or a formal enforcement action before
a DOT Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). DOT also periodically issues public notices setting
forth its policies for advertising and other practices. Consent orders are by far the most
commonly used tool in DOT’s arsenal; according to its Inspector General, between 1996 and
2006 DOT entered into more than 233 consent orders, with penalties totaling more than $21.8
million.2 This article briefly summarizes the consent orders and other public guidance that were
issued by DOT in 2007.
In the past year, DOT’s Aviation Consumer Protection Division continued to closely
monitor and investigate practices by air carriers, travel agents, and other entities involved in the
aviation industry. Although the DOT’s greatest area of concern in 2007, based on the orders
issued, appears to have been the “full-price rule” for advertising by air carriers and travel agents,
DOT also continued to assert jurisdiction over a vast array of practices, ranging from
unauthorized operations by air carriers and/or charter brokers to the requirements governing the
carriage of passengers with disabilities.
Air Carrier and Travel Agent Advertising
DOT’s “full-price rule” requires that advertising by air carriers or travel agents state “the
entire price to be paid by the customer to the air carrier, or agent, for such air transportation, tour,
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or tour component.”3 Historically, DOT has interpreted this regulation to allow governmentimposed per-person taxes and fees (i.e., the September 11th Security Fee, federal segment taxes,
and airport Passenger Facility Charges) to be listed separately from an advertised fare, as long as
the amount of those taxes and fees is clearly stated elsewhere in the advertising or is available
via a prominent hyperlink.4 Additionally, substantial restrictions, such as blackout dates and
conditions on refunds, must be disclosed.
In 2007, DOT sanctioned three air carriers and five tour operators for violations of the
full-fare rule. One air carrier had, in initial screens on its website, not included fuel surcharges in
certain fare quotations.5 Another air carrier had failed to include any disclaimers about taxes not
included in the fare in radio advertisements.6 The third air carrier had failed to disclose in
advertisements that a sale for U.S. military personnel only included domestic fares, which DOT
concluded was a restriction that should have been prominently disclosed.7
In the tour operator cases, DOT found that their fare quotations in brochures and on
websites did not include fuel surcharges and did not provide adequate disclosure about the
excluded taxes and fees. One tour operator also did not – as required by TSA regulations8 –
properly identify the September 11th Security Fee.9 In addition, DOT indicated that the
brochures should have warned consumers that the cited fares were not guaranteed and referred
consumers to the tour operators’ websites for current information.10
Air Charter Brokers
Since 2004, DOT has entered into numerous consent orders with air charter brokers (i.e.,
entities that link prospective charter customers with direct air carriers). DOT takes the position
that brokers must act on behalf of either the direct air carrier or the charter customers; in contrast,
a broker must not hold out air transportation on its own behalf without a Part 121 air carrier
license from DOT.11 In 2007, DOT sanctioned three brokers: One had arranged the charter of
3
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an aircraft from a third-party which the broker was aware lacked proper DOT authority;12 while
the others each had represented that it was itself a direct air carrier.13
DOT also has proposed certain disclosure requirements for Part 135 air taxi operations
which reflect some of DOT’s concerns about air charter brokers. In particular, air taxis would be
required to inform customers of the name of the company with operational control of the flight;
the name of the aircraft owner; and the name of any broker involved in arranging the flight.14 In
addition, in a letter to the National Business Aviation Association, DOT generally warned that
brokers should be cautious in the distribution of “branding materials” (i.e., napkins, brochures,
pad and pens) which, under the totality of the circumstances, create the impression that a broker
is a direct air carrier.15
Air Carrier Authority
Citizens of the United States generally are required to obtain authority from DOT before
they can engage directly or indirectly in the air transportation of passengers or property.16 In
2007, DOT sanctioned three companies which had improperly held themselves out to the public
as qualified to offer air transportation. One had only a Part 125 private carriage license, and
made its aircraft available through an air charter broker;17 one had no DOT authority but had
offered “membership units” for air transportation via aircraft that were under the same ownership
or control;18 and one had no DOT authority but had held itself out to be a direct air carrier, and
accepted funds for a charter flight to Liberia that it failed to operate or to arrange for a qualified
air carrier to operate.19
Additionally, foreign air carriers can operate services to and from points in the U.S. only
after they have been issued the appropriate authority by DOT.20 In 2007, DOT sanctioned a
foreign air carrier for operating flights to and from points in the U.S. without DOT authority.21
Passengers with Disabilities
In 2007, DOT reminded air carriers which operate services in U.S.-U.K. markets that
they should ensure their compliance with the U.K.’s Pet Travel Scheme (PETS) since any failure
to transport a service animal in a U.S.-U.K. market due to the carrier’s lack of compliance would
12
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amount to a violation of the U.S. laws protecting passengers with disabilities.22 DOT
subsequently provided additional guidance as to what steps passengers themselves would need to
take in order to ensure that their service animals were PETS-compliant.23 In addition, DOT
sanctioned eight carriers for failing to submit annual reports detailing the disability-related
complaints that they had received from passengers, as required by 14 C.F.R. § 382.70.24
Oversales
DOT regulations generally require air carriers to compensate passengers who are denied
boarding involuntarily, as well as set out requirements for providing information about denied
boarding compensation to passengers.25 In 2007, one air carrier was sanctioned for failing to
have written guidance about its denied boarding policies available at its ticket counters and gates,
as required by the regulation.26 In addition, DOT proposed to increase the maximum required
compensation, which had not been adjusted in more than 25 years, as well as to extend the rule’s
threshold, which had been aircraft with 60 or fewer seats, to aircraft with fewer than 30 seats.27
On-Time Performance
DOT regulations generally require air carriers to file on-time performance reports,28 and
specifically require them to disclose the same information, upon request, to consumers.29 In
Congressional testimony, responding to high-profile flight delays, the Assistant Secretary for
Aviation and International Affairs, Andrew B. Steinberg, stated that DOT was investigating eight
air carriers’ compliance with this requirement.30 Subsequently, DOT sanctioned three carriers
for failing to provide accurate data to consumers.31 In addition, DOT proposed to require air
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carriers to publish on-time performance information on their websites; to sanction air carriers
that operated chronically delayed flights; and to start collecting on-time performance data for
international flights.32
Flight Cancellations
DOT sanctioned an air carrier for misrepresenting the cause of widespread flight
cancellations (which were due to the failure of its crew scheduling system, but were asserted to
some passengers to have been caused by weather) and not providing amenities, as provided in its
contract of carriage, for delays within its control.33 In addition, DOT proposed to expand the
data collected from air carriers about the causes of flight cancellations.34
Additional Issues
Wet Leases. DOT requires U.S. carriers to obtain a statement of authorization for any
long-term wet lease on behalf of a foreign air carrier.35 DOT sanctioned a U.S. carrier that
started the wet lease of an aircraft to a foreign carrier before it obtained authority from DOT.36
Freight Forwarders. DOT regulations generally exempt indirect air freight forwarders
from regulation,37 but they may not hold out service in their own right absent DOT authority.38
In 2007, one freight forwarder was sanctioned for advertising which suggested that it was
authorized to conduct direct air transportation.39
Prior Consent Orders. DOT denied the request of an air charter broker, which had
ceased operations, for an extension of the deadline for it to pay the penalty to which it had agreed
in a 2006 consent order; the Enforcement Office did not oppose the request, but the Assistant
Secretary for Aviation and International Affairs concluded that there was no prospect that
forbearance would increase the likelihood of payment at a later date.40 Additionally, DOT noted
that a Canadian air taxi had failed to pay the majority of the penalty to which it had agreed in a
2003 consent order, and that the matter had been referred to the U.S. Department of the Treasury
for collection.41
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Conclusion
As demonstrated by this article, DOT’s authority to regulate the practices of air carriers,
travel agents, and other entities involved in the aviation industry is wide-ranging. Although
DOT’s historic focus has been on advertising, its authority sweeps in a variety of other areas of
industry activity. Nevertheless, DOT’s enforcement powers are relatively unknown. Attorneys
that represent clients in the aviation industry should take care to familiarize themselves with
DOT’s regulations and interpretations; to review their clients’ practices in light of DOT’s
guidance; and to keep abreast of new developments, such as those reviewed above.
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